Made in Korea

Fighter

Doboks

Tusah Premium Uniform Black V Neck

Inspired by the breathable fabric material
used in today’s sports, Tusah incorporated
that material to construct the premium
sparring uniform. Tusah’s Cool-sense
technology quickly absorbs moisture and
circulates it outwards for a cooler/dryer
feeling.
The uniform is designed to feel light &
flexible for extreme mobility,
simultaneously durable. It is combined with
mesh panels in certain heat trapped areas
for more air circulation.
Made in Korea. 100% Polyester, Extra
Features:
A soft spandex band is incorporated in the
waist section for extra flexibility and
comfort. High quality tags are added to
show off a rich coloured attraction.
Premium fighter uniform uses the highest
quality fabric and materials. Black Collar
Sizes:
Childrens 140cm-160cm
Adults 170cm- 220cm

Tusah Special Edition Black V Neck Uniform

“Designed for true athletes”
This uniform goes back to the roots of
Taekwondo. We took the ribbed pattern
from the original Taekwondo uniforms
before the breathable fabric was
introduced back in 2005 and in 2016.
Tusah was able to keep the original
pattern, but infuse it with breathable fabric.
Careful thought and time was spent on
each detail of the uniform; from the
embroideries to labels, designers made
sure to add the extra effort to make this
uniform stand out from the rest.
Childrens Sizes:160cm
Adults Sizes: 170cm-200cm
It was successfully showcased at the 2016
Rio Olympics.

Poomsae

Preium

Tusah Female Poomsae Poom Uniform Red Trousers

Doboks

Tusah Male Poomsae Poom Uniform Blue Trousers

Tusah Premium Poomsae Female & Male
Poom
The fabric blend ensures excellent form and
snap in every technique while also
representing outstanding value for money.
The World Taekwondo Federation Badge has
been carefully embroidered to complement
the uniform.
The Female Poom uniform consists of a
white top with a red and black collar and red
trousers.
Available in sizes: 140cm-170cm
The Male Poom uniform consists of a white
top with a red and black collar and blue
trousers.
Available in sizes: 140cm-170cm

Tusah Female Poomsae Dan Uniform Light Blue Trousers

Tusah Male Poomsae Dan Uniform Navy Blue Trousers

Tusah Premium Poomsae Female & Male
Dan
The fabric blend ensures excellent form and
snap in every technique while also
representing outstanding value for money.
The World Taekwondo Federation Badge has
been carefully embroidered to complement
the uniform.
The Female Dan uniform consists of a white
top with a black collar and light blue trousers.
Available in sizes: 150cm-180cm
The Male Dan uniform consists of a white top
with a black collar and navy blue trousers.
Available in sizes: 150cm-210cm

Tusah Senior Dan Uniform Gold Top Dark Trousers

Tusah Premium Senior Dan
The fabric blend ensures excellent form and
snap in every technique while also
representing outstanding value for money.
The World Taekwondo Federation Badge has
been carefully embroidered to complement
the uniform.
The Senior Dan uniform consists of a gold
top with a black collar and dark blue trousers.
Available in sizes: 160cm-210cm

Tusah World Taekwondo
Mats (OCTAGON RING)
EVA Reversible jigsaw
mats red/blue with pattern
to reduce
slip. Fully reversible,
supplied with edging.
Normal size
80cm X 80xm X 25mm
1 set (100 mats = 1 ring)
set does not include border

Tusah World Taekwondo
Mats (SQUARE RING)
EVA Reversible jigsaw
mats red/blue with pattern
to reduce
slip. Fully reversible,
supplied with edging.
Normal size
1m x 1m x 25mm.
1 set (100 mats = 1 ring)
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